As the frequency of natural disasters increases, there has been an emphasis on vulnerability index creation studies. In this study, we test the validity of vulnerability indices by examining a vulnerability index created for nursing homes throughout the Southeastern United States. In this index, underlying community characteristics, natural hazards frequency, and nursing home facility data were combined to create the Multivariate Nursing Home Vulnerability Index (MNHVI) using an inductive-hierarchical index structure. To internally validate these indices, a manual construction method and Monte Carlo simulations are used to create multiple unique versions of the MNHVI. Each iteration of the MNHVI considers alternative model structures for insight into regions of precision within the model and the average amount of variation for each census unit. External validation is used to determine if the indices are accurately predicting harm or mortality caused by storm events. External validation was assessed using death and injury statistics from NOAA's storm event database and North Carolina death certificate data. Results demonstrated that indices were not precise despite changes in spatial scale and that hazard level indices were the most accurate predictor of injury and death from natural hazards. Identifying accuracy and precision for vulnerability indices provides additional assurance on the appropriate identification of atrisk regions.
Introduction
Since the 1980s, the USA has experienced a measurable increase in the frequency and severity of billion-dollar disasters (NCEI 2018) . The increasing frequency of these events has prompted researchers to geographically identify the relative vulnerability. This field of study has resulted in new mitigation strategies for emergency management personnel as well as an emphasis on collaborative efforts between public officials, communities, and healthcare facilities (Cutter et al. 2003; DHHS 2016; FEMA 2018) . The ability to study vulnerability with an interdisciplinary approach provides an opportunity to investigate physical processes, human populations and demographics, socio-ecological vulnerability, statistical modeling processes, and geovisualization strategies (Adger et al. 2005; Andrew et al. 2008; Chakraborty et al. 2005; Cutter and Emrich 2006; Dosa et al. 2012; Emrich and Cutter 2011; Evans 2010; Feizizadeh et al. 2014; Haines et al. 2006; MacEachren and Kraak 2001; Montz and Tobin 2011; Morath 2010; Perdikaris et al. 2011; Tate 2012; Tobin and Montz 2004) . Previous research has focused on the identification of a social systems' vulnerability to specific natural hazards such as hurricanes (Cutter and Emrich 2006; Pielke et al. 2003) , flooding (Adger et al. 2005; Perdikaris et al. 2011) , and wildfire (Wigtil et al. 2016) . Other studies, however, have taken a multi-hazard approach to identifying vulnerability of social systems to multiple climatic and socially sensitive hazards (Berrouet et al. 2018; Cutter et al. 2003; Emrich and Cutter 2011; Flanagan et al. 2011; Füssel 2007; McLaughlin and Dietz 2008; Nguyen et al. 2016; Peduzzi et al. 2009 ). Likewise, additional studies have taken a multi-scale approach to vulnerability assessment operating under the assumption that the smallest geographic scale would produce the most accurate results (Tate 2013; Spielman et al. 2014; Simpson and Human 2008) .
As index creation studies have become increasingly used, more recent studies have called for validation of indices ensuring attribute confidence intervals and uncertainty within each index (Tate 2012) . Validation of indices can be done internally or externally. External validation of vulnerability indices using proxy data sources, such as mortality data (Gall 2007; Knowlton et al. 2008 ) and economic losses (Schmidtlein et al. 2011; Gall et al. 2009 ), is used to ensure indices are accurately predicting vulnerable locations and populations.
In contrast, internal validation assesses the precision of the indices and is often more difficult to calculate. Yet, its calculation is necessary to ensure results can be confidently implemented into public policy and emergency management decisions (Tate 2013) . The need to validate indices stems from a problem inherent in multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA). MCDA is primarily concerned with identifying how to combine data from multi-source, multi-temporal, multi-scale, and multi-spatial sources into a singular index (Chen et al. 2010; Greene et al. 2011) . The culmination of multiple data sources into a singular index requires the creator to make subjective decisions about the appropriate stages of index development (e.g., model structure, analysis scale, variable transformation, variable normalization, weighting of factors, and data aggregation), which introduces uncertainty into the results (Andersen and Sugg 2019; Crosetto and Tarantola 2001; Tate 2012) . To assess uncertainty, each stage of model construction should be repeated thousands of times using a Monte Carlo simulation to create a baseline index, which can be compared to the GIS-MCDA output to evaluate confidence in the index (Tate 2013) . A recent study examining vulnerability to landslides demonstrated how a GIS-MCDA uncertainty analysis increased the level of confidence in the GIS-MCDA process by identifying confidence intervals for the model output using AHP Monte Carlo methodology (Feizizadeh and Kienberger 2017) .
Among vulnerability studies, previous studies have identified older adults as having a higher likelihood of experiencing harm from natural disasters than their younger neighbors (Brunkard et al. 2008; Cutter and Finch 2008; Malik et al. 2018) . The source of this disproportionate vulnerability can be explained by a variety of reasons, most of which fall into the broad categories of existing physical and cognitive conditions-which are often present in older adults residing in skilled nursing facilities. These physical and cognitive conditions can make recovering from stressful situations difficult, causing prolonged harm to this vulnerable demographic long after the storm ends. Dosa et al. (2012) calculated that at 30 days post-Katrina, there were an additional 277 deaths and 872 hospitalizations; at 90 days, 579 fatalities and 544 other hospitalizations for nursing home residents aged 65 + which could be attributed to the storm. Similarly, 50% of the post-Katrina deaths were adults aged 75 + and 12% of deaths from Katrina and Rita were from nursing home residents (Brunkard et al. 2008) . Nursing home residents are more vulnerable than noninstitutionalized older adults due to their decreased physical and/or cognitive capabilities and limited ability to care for themselves. They also may not reflect the demographic of the community surrounding the nursing home (i.e., socioeconomic, age, gender, and race). Many nursing homes are part of multi-facility corporations that often coordinate their disaster response with sister nursing homes and corporate offices along with local community providers.
Previously, the authors of this manuscript created a multivariate index that identified three categories (community/social, hazards, and nursing facilities) to create an inductivehierarchical index titled the Multivariate Nursing Home Vulnerability Index (MNHVI) (Wilson et al. 2019) . The model structure follows an inductive-hierarchical design since it combines a principal component analysis (PCA) with the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) to identify rates of relative vulnerability across the Southeastern United States (SEUS) to hazards related to the three categories listed above (Fig. 1) . The purpose of this study is to implement both the external and internal modes of validation of the MNHVI. By testing these statistical validation techniques, the authors hope to add to the discourse on the validity of vulnerability index creation studies and provide a framework for the internal and external validation of future indices.
Data and methods
The study area is composed of ten states within the Southeastern United States: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia (Wilson et al. 2019) . Data were collected at the nursing home facility level (n = 2,824) and census tract level (n = 16,284) to assess fine-scale patterns of vulnerability and limit potential modifiable areal unit problems. Map outputs were aggregated to the county level (n = 924) to aid visual interpretation when appropriate. Data were compiled from various sources, and multiple vulnerability indices were created and then combined to create a composite vulnerability index (Wilson et al. 2019) . The three indices create a triangulated approach to identifying multivariate vulnerability for nursing home facilities. One subindex was created to examine socioeconomic and community characteristics for each census tract, which is titled the Community Level Index (CLI) (Fig. 1.1) . The second subindex examines the frequency of natural hazard occurrences for each tract, 1 3 which is titled the Hazard Level Index (HLI) (Fig. 1.3) . The third subindex examines the vulnerability of nursing homes using facility-level data, which is titled the Nursing Home Level Index (NHLI) (Fig. 1.2) . The composite index created from the CLI, HLI, and NHLI is titled the Multivariate Nursing Home Vulnerability Index (MNHVI) (Figs. 1.4, 2).
Fig. 1
Inductive hierarchical model used to construct the MNHVI. The NHLI is created using the analytical hierarchy process and is represented at the county level ( Fig. 1.2) . The CLI and HLI are created using a principal component analysis and are represented at the census tract level (Figs. 1.1 and 1.3). The MNHVI is created using the AHP process and is represented at the census tract level ( Fig. 1.4) 
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The inductive structure is chosen for the HLI and the CLI due to a lack of consensus on which variables are most influential on vulnerability and multicollinearity within the variables, as well as its frequency of use within previous studies (Cutter et al. 2003; Rygel and O'sullivan 2006; Hames et al. 2016; Schmidtlein et al. 2008) . The HLI was created with 15 natural hazard variables, and 23 socioeconomic variables are selected for the CLI from (Wilson et al. 2019) .
The hierarchical structure is chosen for the NHLI, due to the existing literature of organizational theory, which identifies the variables most influential on resident vulnerability (Dosa et al. 2012; Laditka et al. 2008; Morris et al. 1994; Morris et al. 1999) . This body of literature and the ability to incorporate nuanced opinions from experts within fields makes the hierarchical approach, with AHP methodology, the most appropriate for the NHLI. Variables for this subindex were chosen from a freely available database titled the Nursing Home Compare Minimum Data Set (MDS) from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) (Wilson et al. 2019) . Each variable associated with nursing home facilities, collected from the CMS Nursing Home Compare database, was standardized using z-score standardization. Upon determining that the AHP-derived weights were appropriate for this model construction, the corresponding weights were applied to the variables. The subsequent NHLI vulnerability scores for each nursing home facility were identified as the summation of the products between each standardized variable and its corresponding AHPderived weight.
Each nursing home facility was ascribed to an NHLI vulnerability score. The nursing facilities were geocoded and joined to both the census tract and county levels. To test the hypothesis that nursing home residents and facilities are potentially more vulnerable due to their geographic location and not only from residents' preexisting conditions, the three subindices were combined. Without an existing body of literature to support any unequal weighting method, we used an equal weights hierarchical structure. Subindex scores were standardized using z-score standardization and summed together and resulted in the MNHVI score.
Internal validation
After the creation of the three subindices and aggregating them to multiple scales, we validated the subindices internally by identifying how model stage alteration impacted vulnerability classification for each census unit (CU).
The internal validation tests the consistency of index rankings for each CU regardless of model structure decision (e.g., precision, Tate 2012). Model stage choices that were evaluated include analysis scale (i.e., county or census tract), normalization (i.e., z-score or min-max linear scaling), and weighting (i.e., equal weights or expert ranks). Similar to previous research, we used a Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate index precision under varying model stages (Feizizadeh et al. 2014; Tate 2013) .
Our hypotheses for internal validation were as follows: (1) Manual construction of each subindex and the composite index will show similar variability in results as the Monte Carlo simulation, regardless of the number of simulations (n = 4, 100, or 1000); and (2) identification of variability from internal validation will highlight that index results are least precise in the "highest" vulnerability classes (Tate 2012) . Manual construction, for internal validation, is the process of calculating index scores for each CU without the use of simulations or estimations. Therefore, an index score was manually calculated for each alternative stage choice (i.e., normalization, weighting) so that every possible model stage combination was considered.
Similar to Tate (2013) , we identified that CV values less than 12 indicated high precision, while CV values less than 40 indicated moderate precision. Any CV values above 40 were classified as low precision. Due to non-normality, Spearman's correlation coefficient 1 3 (SCC) was calculated for the CV value and the median vulnerability score was calculated from every possible model structure for each CU. All internal validation was conducted in R and R studio (R Core Team 2018).
External validation
The accuracy of each index was evaluated using external validation. In our study, accuracy was defined as the ability to correctly predict vulnerability to natural hazards. Two proxy data sources were utilized to examine accuracy (1) The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Storm Events Data and (2) North Carolina Death Certificate data.
NOAA Storm Events data The NOAA Storm Events database allows for a broad view of harm, at the county scale, attributable to natural disasters, and serves as an effective source for validating the indices (NOAA Storm Events 2019). Direct and indirect deaths were combined to determine the total number of deaths; likewise, direct and indirect injuries were combined to determine the total number of injuries. Totals for deaths and injuries were combined to calculate total harm caused either by a storm at the county level. Data analysis was completed using the noaastormevents package and the hurricaneexposuredata package in R .
Statistical analysis To determine the external validity of the index, counts of harm were aggregated at the county scale. Instances of harm were categorized by vulnerability classes, and percentages of harm were calculated for each index at the county scale (Table 3) . To determine the index that is the best predictor for all harm, a hurdle model with a negative binomial distribution was constructed to account for excess zeros and overdispersion. Rootograms and traditional model comparison criteria, such as AIC, confirmed model selection compared to other count-based models (i.e., Poisson, zero-inflated Poisson, and zero-inflated negative binomial). Hurdle models were constructed using the pscl package (Zeileis et al. 2008) .
Death certificate data Data from the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services were collected for each instance of mortality across a 14-year period (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) for specified ICD codes (Table 1) . All deaths were geocoded in R according to the individuals' place of residence and then aggregated to the Census Tract (Kahle and Wickham 2013) . Data were grouped into various categories according to the causes of death and analyses conducted on each of the groups (Table 1 .1-1.4).
As previous research has suggested, post-disaster rates of mortality can be observed with a lag period (Dosa et al. 2012) . To account for this delay, a comparison of the total of mortality was calculated for each census tract, pre-/post-disaster, for each index vulnerability class across two lag periods (30/90 days post-disaster). Average mortality per census tract and total mortality across the state are compared across the two lag periods. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test with continuity correction is used to determine if there is a significant difference between the occurrences of mortality, pre-/post-storm, for both periods (alpha = 0.05).
The storm selected for external validation was Hurricane Irene (2011), which made landfall in northeast NC, on the coast of the Outer Banks and resulted in estimates of $15.8 billion dollars in damage (Freedman 2012) . This storm was selected for its coastal flooding and hurricane-level winds. The initial spatial scale was for the entire state of North Carolina at the census tract level. The second spatial scale was a subset of North Carolina tracts, which were directly exposed to the storm (Fig. 3 ). Occurrences of mortality before the storm were subtracted by occurrences of mortality after the storm. Table 1 North Carolina mortality groups a Prior research demonstrates that older adults experience negative, stressful reactions brought forth by natural disasters; however, the sample size for deaths caused by stress for the time period is too small to be used in subsequent analysis Category 3 Results
Internal validation

Monte Carlo vs. manual construction method
Results between the Monte Carlo simulations and Manual construction were comparable, regardless of how many simulations were run ( Fig. 4 ). Higher precision was found to be higher at the extreme index values (i.e., very high and very low vulnerability), and less consistency was found for index values around the average.
Community Level Index (CLI)
Table 2 demonstrates precision at the census tract and counties for each index. All of the CUs that were found to be moderately precise were classified as very high vulnerability.
At the county level, CLI is slightly less precise than CLI at the census tract, with more of the study categorized as low precision. Of the CUs which were found to be moderately precise, 377 were classified as very high vulnerability, and one was classified as very low vulnerability. Graphic outputs for the Monte Carlo simulation and the manual construction method were made for each of the four indices. Figure 5 displays the output for the CLI at both CU scales, using both methods. To evaluate differences between the manual and Monte Carlo Fig. 3 Census tracts within exposed counties are subset as tracts directly exposed to Hurricane Irene methods, the absolute value of the average index score from every possible model structure is taken and ranked. As index ranks increase, vulnerability classification also increases (e.g., a rank of 1 = very low vulnerability and 924 = very high vulnerability). The points on the curve which lay below the x-axis are representative of CUs, which are below average, and those that lay above the x-axis are representative of CUs, which are above average. The y-axis is a measure of relative variation, calculated by using the coefficient of variation (CV) for each CU (Brown 1998) .
The closer to the x-axis that a point lies, the more precise that index is considered to be. Each subindex displays graphic outputs comparable to Fig. 5 ; therefore, only the Monte Carlo for the CLI will be shown, but readers should be aware that this trend is constant across all indices. Each subindex illustrated similar graphical patterns and thus was included in the supplemental material ( Supplementary Figures 1-4) .
The SCC for the county level was 0.43 for both the manual construction and the Monte Carlo, and the SCC for the census tract level was 0.45 for both the manual construction and the Monte Carlo (p value < 0.01). The slight positive SCC values show that as vulnerability ranks increase, the precision also increases.
Hazard level index (HLI)
For the HLI at the county level, 2.7% of the CUs were found to be moderately precise; all were classified as very high vulnerability (Table 1) . One HLI CU at the county level was highly precise. This CU was Miami-Dade County, FL, which was the highest HLI vulnerability across the study area. Similar to the county-level HLI, all of the CUs that were moderately precise were classified as very high vulnerability. There were 13 HLI CUs that were highly precise: 12 were located across Florida, and one was located in Hyde County, NC. The SCC for the county-level HLI was 0.378 for both the manual construction and the Monte Carlo, and the SCC for the census tract level was 0.414 for the manual construction and 0.441 for the Monte Carlo (p values < 0.01). Similar to the CLI, the positive SCC values for the HLI suggest that as vulnerability ranks increase, the precision also increases.
Nursing Home Level Index (NHLI)
The county-level NHLI displayed similar results to the CLI and HLI; all of the CUs that were found to be moderately precise were classified as very high vulnerability. This same trend was observed at the census tract scale with all CUs that were found to be moderately precise classified as very high vulnerability.
A Pearson's correlation was used for NHLI since these data were normally distributed. The correlation values for the NHLI ranged from − 0.215 for the manual and Monte Carlo simulation to − 0.19 and − 0.18 for the manual and Monte Carlo at the county level, respectively (p < 0.01).
Multivariate Nursing Home Vulnerability Index (MNHVI)
MNHVI CUs, at the county level, had ~ 3% moderately precise index values for both the Monte Carlo simulation and the manual construction method, all of which were classified as very high vulnerability (Table 2) . Similarly, all CUs for census tract level MNHVI, which were found to be moderately precise, were classified as very high vulnerability.
The SCC for the manual construction at the county level was 0.254, and the SCC for the county-level Monte Carlo was 0.272 (p value < 0.01). The SCC for the manual construction at the census tract level was 0.321, and the SCC for the Monte Carlo was 0.356 (p value < 0.01). The slight positive SCC values show that as vulnerability ranks increase, the precision also increases; however, the trend was so low that it suggests no real relationship exists.
External validation
3.1.6.1 NOAA Storm Events To examine the external validity of each index, seven dependent variables were considered: direct/indirect death, total death, direct/indirect injury, total injury, and all harm ( Table 3 ). The HLI is the most accurate, with 66% of harm occurring in CUs with above-average vulnerability. The NHLI, opposingly, was the least accurate, with the majority of harm occurring in below-average CUs.
NOAA Storm Events: death The HLI was the best predictor of death, with over 45% of all deaths found to be caused by a storm event occurring in CUs classified as Very High vulnerability according to the HLI (Supplementary Table 1 ). The NHLI, similar to All Harm, was the worst predictor of deaths associated with vulnerability across the SEUS. Approximately 32% of deaths in this category occurred in CUs classified as Low vulnerability, according to the NHLI. The proportion of direct and indirect deaths for each vulnerability class is shown in Supplementary Table 1 .
NOAA Storm Events: injuries Likewise, the HLI was the best predictor of injury found to be caused by a storm event (45% in CUs classified as Very High vulnerability), and the NHLI was the worst predictor of injuries across the SEUS ( Supplementary Table 2 ). Under 40% of all injuries associated with a storm event occurred in CUs classified as Low vulnerability for the NHLI. The proportion of direct and indirect injuries for each vulnerability class is shown in Supplementary Table 2. 
NOAA Storm Events: regression results
Each subindex was assessed as a predictor for all harm using a hurdle model with a negative binomial model distribution. To account for a large number of zeroes, the hurdle model reports two types of coefficients, one that predicts the presence or absence of zero and another that accounts for greater than one death or injury. In both cases, the HLI predicted the greatest increase in self-harm with incidence rate ratios of 2.38 (CI 1.79-3.16) and 2.02 (CI 1.50-2.73), respectively (Table 4) . Surprisingly, the NHLI and CLI were protective factors in the zero-hurdle model and thus did not contribute to self-harm death or injuries with incidence rate ratios of less than 1.0 (NHLI CI 0.37-0.96, CLI CI 0.86-0.97). NHLI was also insignificant when predicting more than one self-harm event (CI 0.00-5.09), highlighting the subindices' inability to accurately predict death/injury NOAA events accurately.
NC death certificates
For socioeconomic causes of deaths, deaths occurring in a nursing home, and deaths due to external causes, there was a significant difference between occurrences of death 90 days pre-/post-storm for each vulnerability class in each index and no significance at the 30-day scale (Tables 5, 6) .
For socioeconomic deaths in CUs directly exposed to Irene, a significant difference was observed in deaths 90 days before the storm and 90 days post-storm for almost all of the vulnerability classes. At the 30-day scale, there were only three instances of significance (Very Low MNHVI, Low NHLI, Very High HLI) ( Supplementary Table 3 ).
For deaths categorized as occurring within nursing homes, the HLI and MNHVI were found to be more significant as vulnerability increased. In contrast, the NHLI decreased in significance as vulnerability increased for CU exposed to Hurricane Irene. The CLI was significant for all vulnerability classes. The HLI was found to be the most accurate for external causes of death, with no significant increases in below-average vulnerability tracts ( Supplementary Table 4 ). 
Discussion
The ability to visually and quantitatively identify sources and clusters of vulnerability across a geographic region makes vulnerability indices a desirable asset for local governments and emergency management personnel. Previous studies have taken a multi-hazards approach (Berrouet et al. 2018; Cutter et al. 2003; Emrich and Cutter 2011; Füssel 2007; McLaughlin et al. 2002; McLaughlin and Dietz 2008; Nguyen et al. 2016 ), while others have taken a hazard-specific approach (Balica et al. 2009; Cutter and Emrich 2006; Adger et al. 2005; Perdikaris et al. 2011; Wigtil et al. 2016) . Coinciding with this breadth of literature, there are various accepted index creation methodologies that have resulted in a lack of validation to ensure results are robust (Gall 2007; Tate 2012 ).
Internal validation
In this study, precision is calculated through the internal validation of an index. Internal validation tests the repeatability of index values when incremental changes occur at different stages in the model structure. It is important to verify that the model is repeatable and precise before the vulnerability index can be confidently implemented into public policy and emergency management discussions (Tate 2013) . We examined the precision for the three subindices and the MNHVI to understand which vulnerability scores can be repeated across various model structure alterations. While none of the indices were found to be appropriately precise, we did observe slight trends of increased precision as vulnerability increases.
Although the NHLI did not have any highly precise CUs, the NHLI was found to have the highest percentage of moderately precise CUs compared to the other indices. The lack of variability within the nursing home dataset is due to CUs with either no nursing homes or only one nursing home, making the NHLI more consistent. In contrast, the HLI was the most precise index, with the largest number of CU(s) in the highly precise category (i.e., CV values < |12|). Moreover, as vulnerability increased within the HLI, CV decreased, suggesting that more vulnerable locations had higher precision values than less vulnerable locations. These results are meaningful for emergency preparedness and local officials in highly vulnerable locations and confirm the need for them to prepare for hazardous events.
Our precision results contrast with Tate (2013) , who found for SoVI, a strong significant decrease in precision as index rank increases (R = − 0.71). Instead, we found similar indices, like the CLI, which uses the same variables as SoVI, an increase in precision as index rank increases (R = 0.43). Several reasons may explain our contradictory findings, including (1) the use of nonparametric statistical techniques (e.g., Spearman's correlation coefficient); (2) a smaller subset of considered model stages, or a larger study region (e.g., 924 counties); or (3) the spread of CV values in Tate (2013) is much smaller than the spread of CV values used in our study. Therefore, CV values considered to be at the extremes of Tate's study (i.e., CV's 100-160) are relatively frequent for our analysis. Lastly, the imprecision experienced in specific indices may also be attributed to the use of the AHP process, which has been criticized due to its subjectivity in comparison judgments made by experts (Alonso and Lamata 2006; Feizizadeh and Kienberger 2017) .
Previous studies have recommended using a Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate index precision under varying model stages and typically include more model stage iterations than this study (Feizizadeh et al. 2014; Tate 2013) . Since there were fewer alternatives for this analysis, we evaluated the necessity of incorporating a Monte Carlo simulation versus the manual construction method. Overall, there is no notable difference between the rates of precision between the manual construction method and the Monte Carlo simulation. Therefore, the manual construction method may be more desirable and would require little to no knowledge of advanced statistical processes. However, in some cases, the manual construction method may become too labor-intensive and would, therefore, be more suited for the Monte Carlo simulation method (Feizizadeh and Kienberger 2017) . Regardless of which methodology is chosen, our findings suggest results will remain consistent.
External validation
In our study, accuracy was calculated through external validation using categorical mortality data through death certificate ICD-10 codes as well as instances of harm from severe storms (NOAA Storm Events 2019). Previous studies have attempted external validation of indices using mortality data (Gall 2007) and economic losses (Schmidtlein et al. 2011; Gall et al. 2009 ). The incorporation of external validation allows for insight into accurate versus inaccurate indices (Booysen 2002; Gall 2007) .
Overall, all harm validated the HLI index best, with 66% occurred in CUs classified as above-average vulnerability, 46% of which occurred in the Very High vulnerability class. The NHLI was the least accurate of the subindices, with only 27% of harm being accurately predicted. This is, however, unsurprising since the data used in the NHLI were not specific to, or associated with, natural hazard occurrences. External validation results were confirmed with hurdle regression analysis, which found that the HLI was the only predictor of NOAA all harm events that increased the risk of having a death/injury significantly (incidence rate ratios > 1.0). In contrast, the CLI and NHLI were protective factors (incidence rate ratios < 1.0) that decreased the risk of self-harm.
When broken down into subcategories (i.e., types of deaths and types of injuries), we observe the same general pattern with the HLI being the most accurate of the indices at the county level for the SEUS. Since the MNHVI is mostly driven by the HLI, it is expected and observed that the MNHVI would be the second-best predictor. The fact that the HLI and the MNHVI are the most accurate of the indices supports the hypothesis that geographic location and thus the location of frequent natural hazards have a large impact on a regional vulnerability.
To examine external validation at both the census tract and county level, death certificate data were compiled for North Carolina and categorized according to cause of death. Comprehensive grouping, which considers all types of mortalities, was considered a promising external validation proxy (Gall 2007) ; nonetheless, dividing the deaths into subgroups was appropriate due to the nature of the subindices. Socioeconomic causes of death were considered the most comprehensive grouping. Despite the perceived necessity of mortality groupings, both of the spatial scales for the pre-and post-Hurricane Irene analysis display comparable findings across all groups.
Our accuracy results confirm the findings of Dosa et al. (2012) , where there was an increase in overall hospitalizations and mortality rates for nursing home residents poststorm. Our results differ from and add to these previous findings by analyzing the occurrences of mortality per vulnerability class. There is, however, the need for more accurate death certificate data, especially for deaths from natural hazards, which often go unreported or incorrectly reported (Gall 2007) . Regardless of potential inaccuracies in death certificate data, the findings from this study suggest that increases in mortality occur when/ 1 3 where hurricanes occur. These findings show that it may be best to emphasize hazard vulnerability models instead of social vulnerability models for future adaptation strategies and assessment studies (Pielke et al. 2003) .
Likewise, deaths in nursing homes were predicted best by the MNHVI and the HLI, a finding which is supported by the NOAA Storm Events portion of the external validation. The MNHVI and HLI showed a significant difference in deaths 90 days after Irene for CUs, which were exposed to the storm and classified as above-average vulnerability. These findings are corresponding to the conclusions from Dosa et al. (2012) , which observed an increase in overall deaths and hospitalizations experienced by nursing home residents poststorm. The lack of accuracy in the NHLI suggests that facility-level data may not be the most appropriate scale of analysis, especially when data are aggregated to a larger CU. It is also not expected that determining vulnerability among nursing home residents would lend itself to being a good predictor of harm from natural disasters.
Similar to deaths in nursing homes, the HLI is the most accurate predictor of deaths from external causes and the NHLI is the least accurate predictor of these deaths. These findings, along with the results from the initial, county-level external validation, using NOAA Storm Events, seem to suggest that it may be most appropriate to encourage vulnerability index creation studies which emphasize the prediction and detailed analysis of the nuances of natural disasters and their likelihood at smaller scales, instead of only emphasizing social systems (i.e., Peduzzi et al. 2009 ).
Limitations
This study contains several accepted limitations. First, the selection of data for index creation, while supported by the relevant literature (i.e., Cutter et al. 2003; Tate 2012; Schmidtlein et al. 2008) , was subjective and subject to scrutiny. Likewise, the selection of model stages to consider for the internal validation portion of the study could be expanded to include other uncertainties, such as the choice of indicator sets used for the CLI. The amount of uncertainty from the American Community Survey (ACS) is up to 75% more than the decennial census (Spielman et al. 2014) ; the use of ACS data undoubtedly limited the amount of potential precision within our model. Additions to (or omissions of) model stages will certainly have an impact on the observed precision of each index. Death certificate data were only available to researchers for the state of North Carolina, which reduced the scale at which the external validation of the census tract scale was possible. The external validation would be benefited by incorporating additional proxy sources (i.e., hospitalization data, insurance claims, property damage, etc.), which could provide a more detailed picture of harm caused by natural hazards. Lastly, our original equal weighting schemes (for each subindex) could be revised based on our validation results. Further research is needed to determine the best weighting for different vulnerability factors.
Future research
Our study is one of the first to provide a comprehensive validation of multiple vulnerability indices across a large geographic region. The identification of the HLI to be the most accurate of the indices is a key finding that emphasizes further research into the geographic prediction of harm specifics to natural hazards at a sub-national scale to assist researchers in predicting instances of harm. Additionally, harm from additional hazards (i.e., wildfire) and regions with multiple hazard risks should be assessed for external validity. Future research should also consider additional model stages (i.e., decennial census data as another indicator set) to further understand the impact of methodology on the precision of vulnerability indices. Precision was consistently higher when data were aggregated to the census tract level, likely due to the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP). Although the differences in percentages of moderate precision between the county level and the census tract level were not always significant, the higher rates of consistency for the census tract level, even if only a few tenths of a percentage, show that estimating vulnerability is potentially better suited for smaller geographies. Lastly, a key methodological finding of this study demonstrates that future indices do not require the use of a Monte Carlo Simulation to determine index precision when the Manual Construction method is plausible. This finding gives researchers the ability to validate their indices even if they do not have extensive experience in advanced computational processes.
Conclusion
This study of internal and external validation adds to the discourse on the validity of vulnerability indices for public policy implementation. The visual and quantitative products, which vulnerability index creation studies produce, are extremely helpful tools, but only to the extent that the results are precise and repeatable. This analysis also provides an easily replicated methodology, which may be implemented in future studies to determine the efficacy of previously made indices, as well as indices yet to come. The HLI, being the most accurate of the indices, provides evidence that it may be more appropriate to emphasize the creation of disaster risk indices as opposed to social vulnerability indices when attempting to predict and mitigate loss and harm from natural disasters. While the HLI may have predicted harm most accurately, there was little precision across all indices. Ultimately, the intent of this study is to benefit past and future index creation studies with the ultimate goal of preventing loss of property and lives, which can only be done with accurate and precise models.
